D024.su NEW HAVEN, 10 NOVEMBER 1999

SOUND Fine
IMAGE Beautifully rendered two-camera mix, featuring centre-balcony head-on band
footage (first screenshot below) tastefully intercut with closer shots from a more
acquisitive, ideally-placed left-sided lens. Both cameras very capably handled with
pictures consistently well-framed and steady. A few brief left-side obstruction
interludes cause no harm. Likewise intermittent loss of a/v sync during Not Fade
Away. Though less than pristine, film is still pleasantly tinted and very watchable.

RUNNING TIME Disc One: 57:15 + 6:15 bonus. Disc Two: 39:10 + 5:15 bonus. All
songs complete.
PERFORMANCE Though Bob stumbles over his lyrics at least half a dozen times
(this is, after all, the 111th show of this, his longest-ever performing year) there's so
much here to enjoy that it's easier to note the also-rans than stand-outs: thus John
Brown and TUIB both struggle to impress and LA Fadeaway is a song out of its depth.

Otherwise, though, a succession of convincing and sometimes dazzling performances
by Bob and his most versatile NET band make D024.su a sure-fire keeper.
HIGHLIGHTS Gorgeous versions of Pages and Mornings with several more besides.
COMMENT (1) In 1997, Bob described on-stage as "the only place where I'm happy"
and tonight, as he positively revels in what he's doing, his words are validated before
our eyes. And pay attention right at the end of Pill-Box Hat so as not to miss a brief
but wonderfully endearing moment that'll have you laughing as hard as the gobsmacked Tony.

HW "Easter Egg" bonuses: Springsteen on Disc One, Guthrie on Two ...
(2) Though neither bonus track is referenced on its disc's menu page, both can be
individually accessed by highlighting then selecting the block of text under the Dylan
set-list (see menu screenshot above). Two moderately rewarding pro-shot performances
lie in wait, with jut-jawed Bruce's abridged Chimes edging out Arlo's full-length and
equally sincere but rather overblown Eden.

SPECIAL THANKS Hazel
STARS Highly recommended. Five.

